“Experience LifeSync® in the Wells Fargo Mobile® app” Video Transcript

**Investment and Insurance Products:**

| • Not FDIC Insured | • No Bank Guarantee | • May Lose Value |

[music playing]

[Image on screen: Announcing LifeSync®]

[Image on screen: Now in your Wells Fargo Mobile® app]

[Image on screen: Tracking your money goals]

[Image on screen: Showing a Snapshot of your vitals]

[Image on screen: Like portfolio performance]

[Image on screen: Delivering insights]

[Image on screen: Just for you]

[Image on screen: Empowering your money]

[Image on screen: To work hard for you]

[Image on screen: Always at hand]

[Image on screen: Tracking your money goals]

[Image on screen: To help keep]

[Image on screen: Your life  Your money  In sync]

[Image on screen: Wells Fargo]

Screen images are simulated. LifeSync® is available on the smartphone versions of Wells Fargo Mobile® app. Additional device availability may vary. Availability may be affected by your mobile carrier’s coverage area. Your mobile carrier’s message and data rates may apply.
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